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This paper identifes the main themes discussed rom 2011 to 2015 by the articles pub-
lished in Perspectives on Science and Christian Faith (PSCF) and Science and
Christian Belief (S&CB). Centering Resonance Analysis (CRA) was used to analyze
the content o the 113 abstracts. The resulting word networks were agglomerated in
twenty groups o articles by Hierarchical Clustering Analysis (HCA). Each discur-
sive cluster was then characterized and its main theme labeled in terms o its most
important words. The thematic emphasis o each journal and their combined publishing
trends over time were identifed. Suggestions o other possible contributions rom text
analytics are pointed out, as an encouragement to urther technical work in this feld.
Thus, this paper contributes both as an introductory resource or the recent academic
discourse on science and Christian aith, and as a starting point to an inormed discus-
sion about the uture o this evolving research area.

In most elds o study, periodic bib-liometric analysis is conducted to
update the state o knowledge in the

area and identiy its trends. This kind o
analytical study is helpul to give an over-
view o research directions in a way that
would be otherwise dicult to do—that
is, without computer assistance. There-
ore, quantitative literature analysis adds
value to more in-depth qualitative biblio-
graphical reviews and helps researchers
position themselves in the eld and iden-
tiy knowledge gaps.1

Nevertheless, in the “science and aith”
(sci/aith) eld o study, there seem to be
no computer-assisted analytical reviews.
Indeed, there is a lack o literature review
articles in general in this area. Most o the
state-o-the-eld overviews are published
in textbooks and are usually quickly out-
dated because o the constant publication
o new relevant articles in specialized
journals. This is especially true or the

dialogue between science and Christian
aith. We could not nd a single sci/aith
literature overview article in any o the
two main journals o Christians in science
associations: Perspectives on Science and
Christian Faith (PSCF) of the American
Scientic Aliation (ASA) and Science
and Christian Belie (S&CB) of Christians
in Science UK (CiS).
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Thus, this article aims to address this gap, by pre-
senting an initial bibliometric study o the article
abstracts recently published in these two journals.
We hope to provide a preliminary picture o the con-
temporary Christian sci/aith academic dialogue
as an encouragement or newcomers and or oth-
ers interested in mapping the state o this research
area—and its main trends. Thereore, in what ol-
lows, we present the data, analytical procedures, and
results o this initial attempt to depict recent discur-
sive clusters or Christians in science journals.

Data
We analyzed the abstracts o the 113 articles pub-
lished in PSCF and S&CB rom 2011 to 2015. We
have ocused the analysis on abstracts, since they are
supposed to competently present a summary o the
content o the paper and its highlights. Moreover, it
would be uneasible to include the complete papers
due to the time required to manually preprocess the
texts in order to appropriately analyze them using
the analysis method that was chosen.

We did not analyze any document type other
than “article.” Editorials and letters to the edi-
tors were excluded since they tend to replicate
content highlights rom the corresponding articles.
Correspondences (or debates) do the same, repeat-
ing each other—and, thus, could duplicate content
importance in the analysis. Book reviews represent
content that is external to the journal’s own research.

PSCF and S&CB were selected because we were
interested in peer-reviewed academic journals spe-
cically ocused on the relation between Christian
aith and the sciences. Thereore, we did not include
journals that relate science and religion in general, or
that include aiths and belies other than Christianity,
as or example, Zygon and Theology and Science.

We chose the ve-year time span rom 2011 to 2015
because, by the time o data collection (mid-2016), it
corresponded both to the “recent issues” o the PSCF
homepage and to the “subscribers only” S&CB con-
tent. During this period, PSCF published quarterly
with an average o 4.05 articles per issue, while S&CB
published semi-annually with 3.20 articles per issue.
The result was 81 PSCF and 32 S&CB article abstracts
in our database. Extending the time span urther
into the past would have compromised our empha-
sis on “recent” themes and would have added more

texts—it would have been impracticable to manually
preprocess these in a timely ashion.

Analysis
Centering Resonance Analysis (CRA) was used to
analyze the data. CRA is an innovative text analysis
method2 based on Centering Theory.3 This promi-
nent linguistic theory posits that discourse coherence
is built through the connection o “centers,” which
are taken to be the utterances’ subjects and objects
that have either a orward or a backward reerent
in the text. According to this perspective, only noun
phrases (i.e., nouns and their qualiers, such as
adjectives) are unambiguous enough to enable this
weaving o meaning in a discourse. In contrast, verb
phrases are context dependent and, thus, are ambig-
uous semantic elements.

This theoretical background provides CRA with the
operational rules used to select conceptually relevant
words rom a text and link them in a theoretically
inormedway. Specically, the technique’s algorithm
rst selects the noun phrases o a text; next it con-
nects all the words pertaining to each noun phrase;
and then it connects the last word o a noun phrase
with the rst word o the subsequent noun phrase.
For example, “this sentence shown between double
quotes would result in the ollowing connections”:
sentence–double–quotes–ollowing–connections, and
the noun phrase “science and Christian aith,” would
result in a triangle o undirected connections: sci-
ence–Christian, science–aith, and Christian–aith.4

The underlying premise is that this method o link-
ing words refects the coherence-oriented centering
process done (consciously or unconsciously) by the
speaker or writer.

Moreover, recurring words are merged into a single
network node that inherits all the word’s connec-
tions. For example, i we analyzed the previous
sentence, we would receive the ollowing results:
a single node labeled “word”5 would be connected
to “recurring” (same noun phrase o its rst occur-
rence), to “single” (rst word o the next noun
phrase), to “node” (last word o the noun phrase
that precedes its second occurrence), and to “connec-
tions” (same noun phrase o its second occurrence).
Hence, dierent rom other content analysis pro-
cedures, the construction o word networks is not
restricted by typical sotware limitations (e.g., size o
the sotware window used to analyze each excerpt
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o the text) or subjective choices o words and links.
On the contrary, given an input text, the Natural
Language Processing (NLP) extension o the visone
network analysis sotware creates the word network,
using the embedded CRA theoretical rules and the
Stanord Lexicalized Parser,6 and automatically iden-
ties the noun phrases o each sentence.

However, as the parser is stochastic in its semantic
classication o each term in a sentence, it can make
mistakes. Thereore, the process is not completely
automated, since various kinds o text preprocess-
ing procedures may be needed or the parser to be
able to correct its initial misunderstandings. Pronoun
disambiguation (e.g., “we” may correspond to “biol-
ogists” in an abstract) and plural stemming (e.g.,
“biologists” could be changed to “biologist,” in order
to merge both its singular and plural orms) are
examples o common preprocessing requirements.7

These examples illustrate the act that, although there
is computer assistance to execute the procedures,
human interpretation and choice are undamental
parts o the analysis and, more clearly, o the iner-
ences drawn rom the results.

Nevertheless, the most distinctive eature o CRA
is that word importance is measured, not simply as
word occurrence, but as word “betweenness”—that
is, the discursive coherence-building power o each
word in a word network context.8 In other words,
“betweenness” indicates the importance o a word
in connecting each pair o words in a word network
and, thus, it is a measure o the centrality o a word in
the fux o meaning o a discourse. As occurrence is
not necessarily highly correlated to importance, CRA
corrects the main problem o earlier requency-based
content analysis procedures. It enables the researcher
to identiy truly infuential terms in a text, based on
a consistent discourse coherence theory. Thereore,
it provides a more precise depiction of the text mes-
sage by showing the discursive connections between
the most important words chosen by the speaker or
writer.

Since these networks o words are constructed or
the texts o interest, they can be compared or their
“resonance.” Resonance is an index o text similar-
ity, calculated as a (standardized) sum o the product
o the infuences o each word that co-occurs in di-
erent texts.9 So, or instance, two texts that share
many infuential words will have a high resonance,
indicating their similarity. On the other hand, texts

that do not share the occurrence o many words (or
that share the occurrence o mostly non-infuential
words) will have a low resonance and, thus, will be
considered relatively dissimilar. Thereore, CRA’s
resonance index compares not only lists owords but
also networks o words, by considering their relative
infuence. As such, it is a true innovation in relation
to previous content analysis comparative methods.

Using this methodological ramework, we analyzed
all o the 113 abstracts separately. We rst prepro-
cessed each text so that the sotware could correctly
transorm them into CRA networks. Then, we calcu-
lated word infuence or each word in each text, and
text resonances between every pair o texts. Based on
the resonance matrix between texts, we conducted
an agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering Analysis
(HCA)—using the Ward method and MiniTab sot-
ware—to identiy the main clusters o articles in the
resultant dendrogram. This well-established statis-
tical technique automatically analyzes a similarity
matrix in order to calculate a measure o relative
distance between the observations. Based on these
distances, it can progressively (i.e., step-by-step)
cluster observations, seeking a clustering solu-
tion that will render the nal clusters as internally
homogeneous, and as externally heterogeneous, as
possible.

Having identied these groups o abstracts, we
generated a word network or each discursive clus-
ter, congregating all the texts o the corresponding
group. From interpreting these networks, we derived
the label and description o the theme that seemed
to characterize each cluster. A nal visual analysis
was conducted by depicting a bubble plot to repre-
sent the number o articles published per journal, per
theme, and per semester. Based on this integrated
chart, some observations were made or thematic
concentration dierences among the journals and
theme publication trends over time.

Results
The result obtained rom the HCA o the resonances
between the abstracts is depicted in gure 1. This
standard dendrogram ormat shows a vertical black
line or each o the 113 observations (i.e., abstracts)
and a horizontal black line or each clustering step,
traced at the Euclidian resonance-based distance
calculated between the respective clustered obser-
vations (i.e., the two corresponding vertical lines).
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For instance, the rst two abstracts (represented by
the two vertical lines more to the let in g. 1) were
clustered at approximately 0.7, while this cluster was
itsel clustered with the our subsequent abstracts at
approximately 0.9 (see dotted lines in g. 1). Thus,
the lower the horizontal line, the higher the inter-
nal homogeneity (“similarity”) o the corresponding
cluster; the higher the horizontal line, the more het-
erogeneous the clustered abstracts.

Using two distinct and statistically validated quanti-
tative indexes or supporting the decision on which
cutting-o level o the clustering procedure to use
(i.e., the Cindex and Silhouette criteria10), we decided
to stop clustering at approximately the 1.1 distance
level, since both criteria recommended 20 clusters as
the optimal balance between internal cluster homo-
geneity and total number o clusters. These clusters
are represented by the 20 red boxes in gure 1. This
unusually large number o clusters points to the
act that these journals publish a very broad scope
o heterogeneous thematic discourses, as could be
expected, since they include researchers with diverse
interests in Christianity and science.

Each o these discursive clusters was thematically
labeled based on its respective aggregate word
network (g. 2) and abstracts. As the legend o g-
ure 2 implies, a word that appeared in all abstracts
o the cluster was positioned in the very center o
the corresponding concentric circles (e.g., “ani-
mal”). Conversely, a word that occurred in only one
abstract o the cluster was positioned in the outer
circle o the graph. However, as previously noted, a
requent word may not be infuential in building the
text’s discourse coherence. Thereore, the aggregate
word infuence o a word in a cluster was repre-
sented by its label size. For instance, “animal” was
the most infuential word (i.e., biggest label) o the
bottom cluster in gure 2. Nevertheless, a word may
have been very infuential in some abstracts, but not
in others. Thus, the node area represented this infu-
ence’s standard deviation in such a way that, or two
equally infuential words, the one with the smallest
node area would be the most consistently infuential
among them. Moreover, some words may be highly
and consistently infuential, but too generic—in the
sense o being infuential in many dierent clusters
(i.e., not a cluster-specic topic). Hence, the lighter

Figure 1. Dendrogram with 20 discursive clusters from the 113 abstracts.
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Legend:
• Centrality: number of corresponding cluster texts
• Label size: word inuence (sum)
• Node area: word inuence (standard deviation)
• Node color: the darker, the less cluster-specic
• Link width: connection multiplicity

Figure 2. Word networks o the clusters labeled “climate change” (top) and “animal” (bottom).
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the node color, the better the corresponding word
to help distinguish the cluster’s theme rom other
themes. Finally, the width o the connections in
gure 2 helps the analyst to see which words were
more directly connected in the CRA’s linking pro-
cedure—that is, were closely related in the way in
which the original text was written.

Considering all these criteria, we can observe, or
instance, that the word network represented in
the top cluster o gure 2 has some infuential and
cluster-specic words related to climate change.
More specically, the most important words are
related to temperature eects o carbon dioxide
in the atmosphere—that is, anthropogenic global
warming. Thus, this cluster was labeled “climate
change.” On the other hand, in the bottom cluster
o gure 2, there is a word network that is basically
characterized by a single requent, infuential, and
cluster-specic word: “animal,” which was, there-
ore, chosen as the cluster’s label. The lack o other
words with similar characteristics indicates a diver-
sity o specic animal-related topics tackled by the
articles that were clustered around this core theme—
which could be dened as “debates, problems, and
questions concerning nonhuman animal creatures,
rom a Christian point o view.”

One o the original 20 HCA clusters corresponded
to the “exception group” o the model, because
it clustered all the articles or which the method
could not nd another cluster to merge them into
without signicantly impoverishing the quality o
its solution. Indeed, the 20 articles rom this cluster
had very little to do with one another. Based on the
results o running an alternative Complete-Linkage
Clustering Analysis (CLCA), we observed, in a two-
step process, that it was possible to re-allocate these
article abstracts into other existing HCA clusters
which had clear correspondents in the CLCA solu-
tion. Checking the title and abstract o each o these
articles, we proceeded with the re-allocation, which
was qualitatively consistent. Only three papers
remained isolated, even in CLCA, and, thereore,
were not clustered with any other article. Indeed,
each o them deals with a specic topic with no cor-
respondent among the other analyzed abstracts. As a
result, they were the only ones that remained labeled
“exceptions.”

Table 1 summarizes the nal 20 discursive clusters,
their themes and exemplary works.11 As table 1
shows, themes were labeled as specically as pos-
sible. For instance, although almost all papers dealing
with animal issues took an evolutionary stance,
they were not labeled “evolution,” because many
other clusters also took this perspective in analyz-
ing other sci/aith topics. They were, instead, labeled
“animal,” because almost none o the other clusters
tackled this specic theme. Moreover, the adherence
o the model to the data can be seen, or example, in
the “mathematics” cluster, which agglomerated all
the articles published in the PSCF special issue dedi-
cated to this academic discipline.

To give a ull example, cluster 5 clustered seven
abstracts and was labeled “universe and its natu-
ral laws” (especially, cosmology-related papers).
As table 1 indicates, Bussey provides a review o
the Kalam Argument o God as the rst cause,12

and Chan asks whether natural laws could cre-
ate our universe or not.13 Bussey, in another article,
distinguishes between mystery and ignorance, by
considering Einstein’s view that contemplation o the
physical universe and its laws can generate excep-
tionally strong eelings o mystery.14 Gingerich uses
Kepler’s three laws o planetary motion to discuss
the relation between the belie in deep ontological
laws and a theistic understanding o the universe.15

Larson denounces anthropic reasoning and acknowl-
edgement o apparent design as metaphysical
considerations that were undesirably brought into
mainstream science by the multiverse hypothesis.16

Saudek explores a set o eschatological options
related to an overall perspective o a not completely
deterministic universe.17 Finally, Wall explores the
Christian concept o resurrection in its relationship
with natural laws and with the need or a transor-
mation o the universe i lie is to survive.18

O course, not all clusters are as thematically homo-
geneous as the best groupings (such as this cluster 5),
but, in general, the solution was satisying. The rela-
tively high heterogeneity level inside some clusters
(not allowing them to be labeled in a more specic
way) only refects and reinorces the act that, indeed,
the Christian sci/aith dialogue still has been diverse
in its discursive scope, hindering any attempt to sys-
tematically classiy it in an exhaustive manner.
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# Label Brief description Examples

1 Broader
discussions

Broader questions
informed by the sci/faith
dialogue

Miller relates the nature of science to the public debate over anthropogenic
global warming.1 Srokosz discusses scientic attitude using the broader
ethical framework of virtues and vices.2

2 Historical3 History of science, church
history, and their interplay

Knight presents historical perspectives on the relation between science
and the Eastern Orthodox church.4 Spelda highlights the importance of the
church fathers for early modern astronomy.5

3 God Implications of God’s
nature (especially as
Creator)

Turl explores the assumptions held about God’s nature when blaming him
for disasters.6 Bradley argues or the compatibility between the scientic
concept of randomness and the historical Christian understanding of God’s
nature.7

4 Role Role o specic ideas in
the sci/faith dialogue

Contakes and Johnson point to the role played by soviet ideology in
motivated anti-mainstream science eforts in chemistry.8 Chappell presents
the role of F.R. Tennant’s thinking on discussions about historical fall.9

5 Universe and
Natural laws

The universe and its
natural laws (especially
cosmology)

Bussey provides a review o the Kalam Argument o God as the rst
cause.10 Chan asks whether natural laws could create our universe or not.11

6 Theologies of
evolution

Divine action in the
evolutionary process

Kim contrasts Peacocke’s and Pannenberg’s theologies of evolution.12

Bissen compares theologies of evolution with respect to randomness in
evolutionary processes.13

7 Theories Implications of various
specic theories and
models

Murphy explores implications of Einstein’s theory of relativity to the question
of whether the earth really moves or not.14 Silva tracks the evolution of
Polkinghorne’s theories on divine action.15

8 Mathematics Mathematics from
a Christian perspective
(especially education
issues)

Mainly, papers from the corresponding PSCF thematic issue—for example,
Zonnefeld presents examples and techniques of various frameworks and
approaches to integrate Christian faith in mathematics classroom.16

9 Animal Issues related to animal
creatures (nonhuman)

McFarlane explores how Christians think about and relate to animals.17

Gilmour tackles the issue of animal experimentation in C.S. Lewis’s
writings.18

10 Human Human nature and origin
(especially genetic)

Wilcox asks if genes made us human.19 Suarez sustains the teaching of
original sin and atonement even after giving up a primal couple as the
origin of humanity.20

11 Technology Technology from a Chris-
tian perspective (espe-
cially environmental)

Touryan advocates a proactive engagement of Christian individuals and
institutions with renewable energy resources.21 Beaver asks whether we
should or should not use hydraulic fracturing for natural gas production.22

12 Science and
Theology

Relation between science
and (Christian) theology

Woudenberg discusses the limits of science and their implications for
the Christian faith.23 Tenneson, Bundrick, and Stanford propose a new
surveying instrument for relating science and theology.24

13 God’s creation The created order and
God’s work in it

Miller reects on the issue o death and pain in creation and the goodness
of God.25 Hore-Lacy argues for viewing nuclear power as a providential
resource for energy sustainability.26

14 Scientists and
Christians

Scientists and Christians
as people (especially their
belies)

Curry asks if being a scientist leads to being an atheist.27 Berry points out
the contribution o a great scientist (David Lack) or Christians who want
to make sense of evolution,28

15 Climate change Climate issues (especially
carbon dioxide efects)

Papers from the PSCF “environmental sciences” thematic issue: for
example, Ackerman calls Christians to lead the eforts to reduce carbon
dioxide emissions, due to their unpredictable efect on Earth climate in
the long run.29

16 Christian
research

Christian research (and
development) in diferent
areas

Mann invites a urther sci/aith dialogue in ve o the main themes raised
by contemporary physics.30 Crisman discusses the relation between open
source software development and Christian values.31

17 Assumption-
practice

Assumptions and their
consequent practices
(especially in psychology)

Mainly, papers from the PSCF “psychology” thematic issue: for example,
Kaufmann ofers a response to Heather Looy’s critique o the assumptions
and practices of psychology.32

Table 1. The 20 Clusters, Ordered according to the Time Series Plot Coordinate
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20Antoine Suarez, “Can We Give Up the Origin o Humanity rom
a Primal Couple without Giving Up the Teaching o Original Sin
and Atonement?,” S&CB 27, no. 1 (2015): 59–83.

21Kenell Touryan, “Renewable Energy or a Sustainable Future:
A Christian Imperative,” PSCF 64, no. 1 (2012): 41–50, http://
www.asa3.org/ASA/PSCF/2012/PSCF3-12Touryan.pd.

22Bruce Beaver, “Should We Frack?,” PSCF 67, no. 3 (2015): 175–87,
http://www.asa3.org/ASA/PSCF/2015/PSCF9-15Beaver.pd.

23René van Woudenberg, “Limits o Science and the Christian
Faith,” S&CB 24, no. 2 (2012): 129–48.

24Michael Tenneson, David Bundrick, and Matthew Stanord,
“A New Survey Instrument and Its Findings or Relating
Science and Theology,” PSCF 67, no. 3 (2015): 200–222, http://
www.asa3.org/ASA/PSCF/2015/PSCF9-15Tenneson.pd.

25Keith B. Miller, “‘And God Saw That It Was Good’: Death and
Pain in the Created Order,” PSCF 63, no. 2 (2011): 85–94, http://
www.asa3.org/ASA/PSCF/2011/PSCF6-11Miller.pd.

26Ian Hore-Lacy, “Nuclear Power and Energy Sustainability,”
S&CB 23, no. 2 (2011): 159–76.

27Eugene A. Curry, “Do the Polls Show That Science
Leads to Atheism?,” PSCF 65, no. 2 (2013): 75–78, http://
www.asa3.org/ASA/PSCF/2013/PSCF6-13Curry.pd.

28R. J. (Sam) Berry, “Divining Darwin: Evolving Responses and the
Contribution o David Lack,” S&CB 26, no. 1 (2014): 53–78.

29Thomas P. Ackerman, “Christian Action in the Face o Cli-
mate Change,” PSCF 66, no. 4 (2014): 242–47, http://
www.asa3.org/ASA/PSCF/2014/PSCF12-14Ackerman.pd.

30Robert B. Mann, “Physics at the Theologi-
cal Frontiers,” PSCF 66, no. 1 (2014): 2–12, http://
www.asa3.org/ASA/PSCF/2014/PSCF3-14Mann.pd.

31Karl-Dieter Crisman, “Open Source Sotware and Chris-
tian Thought,” PSCF 67, no. 1 (2015): 3–13, http://
www.asa3.org/ASA/PSCF/2015/PSCF3-15Crisman.pd.

32Duane Kaumann, “Biological and Environmental Constraints
on Knowing the Sel,” PSCF 65, no. 3 (2013): 156–62, http://
www.asa3.org/ASA/PSCF/2013/PSCF9-13Kaumann.pd.

33Denis O. Lamoureux, “Darwinian Theological Insights: Toward
an Intellectually Fullled Christian Theism—Part I: Divine
Creative Action and Intelligent Design in Nature,” PSCF 64, no. 2
(2012): 108–19, http://www.asa3.org/ASA/PSCF/2012/PSCF6-
12Lamoureux.pd; Denis O. Lamoureux, “Darwinian Theological
Insights: Toward an Intellectually Fullled Christian Theism—
Part II: Evolutionary Theodicy and Evolutionary Psychology,”
PSCF 64, no. 3 (2012): 166–78,
http://www.asa3.org/ASA/PSCF/2012/PSCF9-12Lamoureux.pdf.

34Jonathan K. Watts, “Biological Inormation, Molecular Structure,
and the Origins Debate,” PSCF 63, no. 4 (2011): 231–39, http://
www.asa3.org/ASA/PSCF/2011/PSCF12-11Watts.pd.

35Timothy K. Helble, “Sediment Transport and the Coconino
Sandstone: A Reality Check on Flood Geology,” PSCF 63, no. 1
(2011): 25–41, http://www.asa3.org/ASA/PSCF/2011/PSCF3-
11Helble.pd.

36Scott R. Smith, “Could We Know Reality, Given Physicalism?
Nancey Murphy’s Views as a Test Case,” PSCF 64, no. 3 (2012):
179–89, http://www.asa3.org/ASA/PSCF/2012/PSCF9-
12Smith.pd.

37Dillard W. Faries, “A Personal God, Chance, and Randomness
in Quantum Physics,” PSCF 66, no. 1 (2014): 13–22, http://
www.asa3.org/ASA/PSCF/2014/PSCF3-14Faries.pd.

18 Darwinian
theology

Theological insights from
Darwin’s ideas

Two sequential papers (Part I and Part II) rom Lamoureux on Darwinian
theological insights.33

19 Information Information, intelligence
and origins

Mainly, papers from the corresponding PSCF thematic issue: for example,
Watts explores the relation between biological information, molecular struc-
ture and the origins debate.34

20 Exceptions Abstracts that did not t
into any cluster

Helble analyzes the Coconino sandstone as a test on ood geology.35 Smith
puts Nancey Murphy’s physicalism into question.36 Faries tackles the issue
raised by randomness in quantum physics to the belief in a personal God.37
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1Keith B. Miller, “The Nature o Science and the Public Debate
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www.asa3.org/ASA/PSCF/2012/PSCF12-12Miller.pd.
2Meric Srokosz, “Humility: A Neglected Scientic Virtue?,” Sci-
ence and Christian Belie (hereafter S&CB) 25, no. 2 (2013): 101–12.
3As noted by one o the anonymous reviewers, just ater our 2015
cuto date, PSCF published an issue edited by James C. Peter-
son and Christopher M. Rios with our history-oriented articles
[PSCF 68, no. 3 (2016)], a act that exemplies possible rene-
ments o table 1 clusters in uture updated analysis.
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The number o published articles per cluster and
journal was depicted in a time series plot (g. 3).
This chart shows that, discounting the dierence
in the number o publications per year between the
two journals, there are observable distinctions o
emphasis between the two academic outlets. PSCF,
or instance, tended to concentrate on topics 8–20,
whereas S&CB tended to emphasize more general
themes (1–7). Finally, although we cannot speak o
statistical signicance with such small clusters, we
can grasp initial trends—that is, whether their pub-
lication has been decreasing, increasing, or steady
over time. It seems, or example, that discussions
on human nature and origin are gaining orce, since
related publications (i.e., cluster 10) are much more
concentrated on the right side o gure 3 (i.e., from
semester 6 to 10) than on the let side (i.e., from
semester 1 to 5). On the other hand, articles about
“inormation,” “climate change,” and “mathematics”
were concentrated in thematic special issues. Finally,
generic themes such as “Science and Theology,”
“Technology,” “God,” and “Universe and Natural
laws” remained relatively stable over time. Once
again, this evidence points to the act that, in gen-
eral, sci/aith publications are still being ramed and

grouped in terms o broad traditional overarching
themes, showing a slow pace in regard to moving
toward the clear emergence o more topic-specic
discussions.

Conclusion
This paper shows that the Christian sci/aith dia-
logue in academic journals is very heterogeneous in
its discursive structure. Many diverse thematic clus-
ters were ound rom the analysis o the 2011–2015
article abstracts published in PSCF and S&CB. Some
o the 20 clusters were still relatively heterogeneous
(i.e., internally), reinorcing this observation o an
unsystematic diversity among the publications.

Nevertheless, consistent discursive clusters were cir-
cumscribed rom some o the articles published in
these journals in the beginning o this decade. Some
groupings refected thematic special issues, as could
be expected. But others emerged rom dierent jour-
nal issues released over time. These specializations
inside the broader eld could indicate the develop-
ment o expert communities or topical discussions,
which, in turn, could lead to even greater accumu-
lation o specialized publications—or example,

Jonathan Simões Freitas, Matheus Nogueira Salgado, and Guilherme Vilela Ribeiro de Carvalho

Figure 3: Articles over time, per theme and journal, ordered per journal predominance and from newer to older theme.
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helping to establish cohesive subgroups inside ASA
and CiS.

These specic themes also helped to distinguish both
outlets, showing diering patterns o emphasis in
these last years. Maybe the two journals could more
clearly dierentiate themselves over time, strategi-
cally representing dierent (though complementary)
expert discursive communities or potential authors.
Moreover, tracking publications over time in a time
series plot may help editors to better observe the
trends in the eld and to note themes that should be
brought in (or back) to discussion in their journals.

Undoubtedly, despite these possible benets, the
results presented in this paper should be considered
introductory and exploratory. Other content analysts
could replicate the study using a simpler method,
a larger time span, and a broader journal selection.
Future work could also analyze the complete texts
(i.e., not abstracts only) o a specic theme o inter-
est. Other statistical methods (e.g., multidimensional
scaling, actor analysis) could be employed using
word importance and text resonance values as input
data.

Nonetheless, this paper may already illustrate the
promising contribution o text analytics in sci/aith
and theological studies in general. Biblical content
analysis, or instance—which is usually dominated
by requency-based characterizations o book/pas-
sage thematic emphasis—could be greatly enhanced
by word networks and “betweenness” as a better
measure o word importance. Resonance between
biblical books/passages (or even between bibli-
cal authors’ literary corpus) could be calculated
to explore biblical clusters. Moreover, apologetic
recorded debates, or example, the Lennox-Dawkins
“God Delusion Debate,” could be modeled to see
how the discourse is held coherent by each person
over the unolding o the discussion.

In sum, we would be glad i this article were to
encourage more creative text analytical work and lit-
erature reviews in the sci/aith community. A critical
mass o discourse seems to have been reached over
these last decades. Let us use interesting available
techniques to make the best o this rich literature, in
order to better inorm new entrants and to consoli-
date (or rene) the wisdom o experts.
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